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Standard desktop hard drives are designed to operate 
approximately eight hours a day for five days per week. 
Consider now that a DVR or high-end surveillance system 
typically runs 24 hours per day, for seven days per week 
recording numerous simultaneous video streams. What’s 
needed for applications like these is another type of drive,  
a WD surveillance drive.

WD has designed a storage lineup perfect for digital video 
surveillance and its many unique environments and application 
sets. WD’s surveillance drives enable SDVRs, NVR, CCTV, 
IPTV, and other digital video surveillance systems to deliver 
a comprehensive range of features and capabilities such as 
high-resolution image quality, streaming video from multiple 
high definition camerass, video archiving with ultra-fast data 
access and on-demand video playback. Regardless of the 
surveillance environment, whether it’s banking, casino, retail, 
commercial, corporate, government, or law enforcement,  
WD surveillance-based hard drives deliver the performance, 
added capacity, and enhanced reliability that surveillance 
applications require.

The right drive for the job

Desktop Drive Limitations WD Purple™ with AllFrame™ Benefits

• Not designed for 24/7 surveillance environments

• No RAID support with error recovery controls

• Suboptimal power efficiency

• Not designed or tested for surveillance environments

• Potential integration and upgradability difficulties

• Minimal or no power backup in the event of power loss

• Built for 24/7 surveillance environments 

• Designed to support up to 8 bays and up to  
32 HD cameras 

• Engineered for compatibility in wide range of 

surveillance systems

• Enables upgrades & expansion of existing 
surveillance systems

• Lower power consumption with BIC Power 

Standard PC WD Purple WD Se™ WD Re™

Ideal for No Home / SOHO / SMB SOHO / SMB / SME SME / Large Enterprise

Number of drive bays No 1 to 8 drive bays 6+ drive bays 6+ drive bays

Number of cameras 1, maybe 2 1 to 32 cameras 1 to 64 cameras No limit

Limited warranty 1-2 years 3 years 5 years 5 years

Power on hours  
(hrs/day x days/wk) 8 x 5 24 x 7 24 x 7 24 x 7

RAID support No Yes Yes Yes

Time-Limited Error 
Recovery (TLER)

No Yes Yes Yes



Choosing the right surveillance-class drive
WD offers a complete line of surveillance-class storage designed for home, small to medium business or mission critical 
security system environments. These hard drives are engineered for the 24/7, always-on, high-definition surveillance security 
system environments. Choose a hard drive that is designed and engineered for surveillance systems and enjoy the peace-
of-mind you can only get from surveillance-class storage.

WD Purple  
Surveillance-class

WD Re and WD Se
Enterprise-class

AllFrame technology  
WD Purple surveillance-class hard drives are equipped 
with AllFrame technology which works with ATA 
streaming to reduce frame loss, improve playback 
and increases the number of  drive bays supported. 
AllFrame reduces video interruptions that commonly 
occur when desktop hard drives are incorrectly used 
as storage in security systems. Missed frames and lost 
footage is a serious problem when an event occurs 
and surveillance footage needs to be retrieved.

Lower power consumption
With exclusive IntelliSeek™ technology, WD Purple 
drives calculate the optimum seek speeds which 
lowers power consumption, noise and vibration that 
can damage and cause desktop drives to wear out 
more quickly.

Engineered for compatibility 
WD Purple surveillance hard drives are built for 
compatibility with industry-leading chassis and chip 
set manufacturers for seamless integration into your 
new or existing video surveillance system. 

Optimized for up to 32 HD cameras   
WD Purple hard drives are optimized to support up to 
32 high-definition surveillance cameras, giving you the 
flexibility to upgrade and expand your security system 
in the future.

3-year limited warranty 

StableTrac™  
Secures the motor shaft at both ends to reduce 
system-induced vibration and stabilize platters for 
accurate tracking, during read and write operations.

Dual port, full duplex connectivity (SAS only)   
Offers higher reliability, performance and data 
availability by eliminating single points of failure, 
designed for high-availability mission-critical 
enterprise systems. 

Dual actuator technology 
A head positioning system with two actuators that 
improves positional accuracy over the data track(s). 
The primary actuator provides coarse displacement 
using conventional electromagnetic actuator principles. 

Thermal extended burn-in test 
Each drive is put through extended burn-in testing 
with thermal cycling to ensure reliable operation. 

5-year limited warranty 
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There are an infinite number of different combinations of camera resolutions, live cameras, frames per second, and archive 
settings. WD understands the uniqueness of each combination and offers a full line of capacity products and points to fulfill the 
complex needs surveillance systems present. 

Estimated Capacity Requirements, in TB based on follow system set up: 
Standard Definition Camera Resolution: 0.3 megapixesl (640 x 480) 
30 frames per second 
Compression: H.264

WD Purple 

WD Se

WD Re

Estimated Capacity Requirements, in TB based on follow system set up: 
High Definition Camera Resolution: 2.1 megapixels or 1080p (1920x1080) 
30 frames per second 
Compression: H.264

Number of Cameras
4 6 8 12 16 32 64

1 day 0.5 TB 0.1 TB 0.2 TB 0.3 TB 0.4 TB 1 TB 1.3 TB

2 days 1 TB 2 TB 2 TB 4 TB 4 TB 8 TB 16 TB

7 days 4 TB 7 TB 8 TB 14 TB 16 TB 32 TB 64 TB

14 days 8 TB 12 TB 16 TB 24 TB 32 TB 64 TB 128 TB

30 days 16.5 TB 25 TB 33 TB 50 TB 66 TB 132 TB 264 TB

60 days 33 TB 50 TB 66 TB 100 TB 132 TB 264 TB 528 TB

90 days 50 TB 75 TB 100 TB 150 TB 200 TB 400 TB 800 TB

365 days 200 TB 300 TB 400 TB 600 TB 800 TB 1600 TB 3200 TB

Estimated capacity
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Number of Cameras

4 6 8 12 16 32 64

1 day 0.1 TB 0.1 TB 0.2 TB 0.3 TB 0.4 TB 1 TB 1.3 TB

2 days 0.2 TB 0.3 TB 0.4 TB 0.5 TB 1 TB 2 TB 2.6 TB

7 days 0.6 TB 1 TB 1.2 TB 2 TB 2.3 TB 7 TB 10 TB

14 days 1.2 TB 2 TB 2.5 TB 3.5 TB 4.6 TB 14 TB 20 TB

30 days 2.5 TB 4 TB 5 TB 7.5 TB 10 TB 20 TB 40 TB

60 days 5 TB 7.4 TB 10 TB 15 TB 20 TB 40 TB 80 TB

90 days 7.4 TB 11 TB 15 TB 23 TB 30 TB 60 TB 120 TB

365 days 30 TB 45 TB 60 TB 90 TB 120 TB 240 TB 480 TB
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(Assumes host transfer block size of 2 MB per stream

In addition to high levels of clarity, long-term reliability and low-power consumption are equally critical to surveillance systems. 
Designed for 24/7 operation, WD surveillance-class drives consume less power during spin-up and operation, minimize heat 
dissipation and vibration, and operate reliably without compromising performance. Reducing heat, noise, and vibration enables 
surveillance applications to operate more reliably over longer periods of time.

This illustration demonstrates the annual failure rate 
and how it correlates to the hard drive base casting 
temperature and power on hours (POH). Failure rates 
significantly increase as temperature rises. In a system 
operating 24x7 the impact is substantial.

Temp 70°C

Degrees °C

When a drive operates at a lower temperature its lifespan increases.
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Temp 65°C Temp 60°C Temp 55°C

Competitor A Competitor B WD survellience-class drive

Thermal images taken at the WD labs demonstrate how much cooler WD drives are when compared to the competitors’ standard 
7200 RPM hard drives.

When compared to other 7200 RPM drives, the cool operation and lower power consumption of WD drives with WD GreenPower Technology™ can add up to big 
savings on electricity costs — up to $10 per drive per year.

Lower temperature means greater reliability 

Annual Failure Rate vs.  
Hard Drive Base Casting Temp
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Hard Drive Base Casting Temperature

24 x 7
POH 8760

HotCool

 8 x 5
POH 2400



The evolution of of surveillance
Safety and security are always a concern. Governments, corporations, and even individuals must protect themselves and 
their assets. One of the most popular methods employed to enhance security and safety is digital video surveillance. With 
increased presence and enhanced requirements of modern surveillance systems, there is a pressing need for specialized 
hard drives with more storage capacity and advanced features designed specifically for SDVRs, CCTV, IPTV and other 
surveillance mediums. As a worldwide storage leader, WD continually strives to design drives to exceed the demanding 
requirements of digital video surveillance. With design, development, manufacturing, and industry-leading customer 
support services, WD’s surveillance partners receive best-in-class products with innovative feature sets, ensuring that 
digital video surveillance systems equipped with WD drives are optimized for maximum performance.

Surveillance storage for peace-of-mind
Whether you’re protecting your personal assets and loved ones or monitoring the business you worked hard to build, 
you can rely on surveillance-class storage built by one of the largest hard drive manufacturers in the world. WD Purple 
surveillance hard drives are designed for high temperature, always-on, surveillance security systems to ensure reliability and 
quality video play back when you need it most. Experience the security of knowing you’re using a surveillance-class drive 
designed by a leader in the storage industry. 

For detailed product information, visit www.wd.com/surveillance.





Western Digital, WD, and the WD logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. WD Purple, WD Re, WD Se, AllFrame, StableTrac, IntelliPower, WD GreenPower Technology, and IntelliSeek are trademarks of Western Digital 
Technologies, Inc. Other marks may be mentioned herein that belong to other companies. Pictures shown may vary from actual product. Not all products may be available in all regions of the world. All product and packaging specifications 
subject to change without notice. © 2014 Western Digital Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved. As used for storage capacity, one megabyte (MB) = one million bytes, one gigabyte (GB) = one billion bytes, and one terabyte (TB) = one trillion 
bytes. Total accessible capacity varies depending on operating environment. As used for transfer rate or interface, megabyte per second (MB/s) = one million bytes per second, and gigabit per second (Gb/s) = one billion bits per second.
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